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gcse maths - rounding (questions) - maths made easy - title: gcse maths - rounding (questions) author:
maths made easy subject: gcse maths keywords: maths, gcse, aqa, ocr, edexcel, revision, resources, free, past
papers ... practice in determining which zeros are significant - name date . 47 practice in determining
which zeros are significant directions: indicate the correct number of significant figures in the following
significant figure rules - rice university - typically, scientific notation is used for this purpose. if 200 has
two significant figures, then 2.0 x 102 is used. if it has three, then 2.00 x 102 is used. a short guide to
signiﬁcant figures - yale astronomy - a short guide to signiﬁcant figures what is a “signiﬁcant ﬁgure”? the
number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures in a result is simply the number of ﬁgures that are known with some degree of
reliability. the number 13.2 is said to have 3 signiﬁcant ﬁgures. the number 13.20 is said to have 4 signiﬁcant
ﬁgures. rules for deciding the number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures in a measured ... significant figures worksheet saddleback college - indicate how many significant figures there are in each of the following measured
values. 246.32 5 sig figs 107.854 6 sig figs 100.3 4 sig figs 0.678 3 sig figs 1.008 4 sig figs 0.00340 3 sig figs
14.600 5 sig figs 0.0001 1 sig fig 700000 1 sig fig 350.670 6 sig figs 1.0000 5 sig figs 320001 6 sig figs ... gcse
(9–1) mathematics - maths made easy | maths ... - 3 © ocr 2014 j560/03 turn over 2 cambury council
asked 60 customers what they thought of the local leisure centre. the results are shown in this bar chart.
rounding past paper questions - moodleshopston.swansea ... - rounding past paper questions. the
following are all actual gcse questions that have been asked in recent years and are repeated in the
powerpoint “past paper questions” with the answers. 1) write down 45⋅3476 correct to 3 significant figures. 2)
write down 7462 correct to 2 significant figures. 3) write down 839 ⋅7 correct to 3 significant figures. 4) write
down 0⋅03426 correct to 2 ... significant figures - north thurston public schools - •they all agreed and
decided to look at rule number two. any zeros between two significant digits are significant “so, if we go in
with those that are not zeroes in the measurement uncertainty and significant figures perfect measurement uncertainty and significant figures there is no such thing as a perfect measurement. even doing
something as simple as measuring the
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